DNA distortion and nucleation of local DNA unwinding within sigma-54 (sigma N) holoenzyme closed promoter complexes.
The sigma N (sigma 54) RNA polymerase holoenzyme has the distinctive property of binding to promoters to form a closed promoter complex, which only isomerizes to the open complex when acted upon by an enhancer binding activator protein. We probed promoter complexes that form between sigma N and its holoenzyme with the conformationally sensitive footprinting reagents ortho-copper phenanthroline, potassium permanganate, and diethylpyrocarbonate. Results from these experiments indicate that the contacts sigma N makes at the -12 promoter element are necessary to promote a local DNA distortion immediately adjacent to this promoter element when the holoenzyme but not sigma N alone binds promoter DNA. Complexes in which this local distortion is not detected are not activatable, and the altered DNA conformation is diminished in the activated complex. We propose that a barrier to open complex formation in the sigma N holoenzyme closed complex is at some step or steps after the initial nucleation of DNA strand separation, which is detected as an altered DNA conformation stably maintained within the closed complex. Thus the activator protein may promote a conformational change in the sigma N holoenzyme to allow propagation of the altered DNA conformation, probably local unwinding, which we propose is necessary for formation of the melted DNA state, characteristic of the open promoter complex.